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ABSTRACT 
It is obvious to everyone that agriculture farms are very important in Iran especially at the 
time of Sassanid.  Emphasis of Zoroastrian religion on developing lands was so much that 
agriculture introduced as a religious aspect and a part of religion.  We can find out about 
the importance of agricuhure in Sassanid literature and its role in social, economic political 
issues as well.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Since situated in an area with a suitable geographical and climatic conditions,Iran plateau is a suitable place 

for agricolfure and due to the existence of rivers, pastures and fertilized lands, Iranians (Airways) immigrated to 

this place. 

 There are a lot of documents to represent how well agriculture was in ancient Iran especially at the time of 

Sassanid and also the main topic of man pre –Islam books is agricuHure and ranching. 

 Asourik tree is a kind of debate story between a goat and a date to find out about the position of the tree and 

animal 18 Manos life. 

 One of the other remaining texts of Sassanid is "khishkari Ridakan" emphasizing on importance of 

agriculture. Khishkar  means farmer or peasant and Ridak means Means child, this text is about children's duties 

during a doy (investigation of references and sources of pre- Islam history of Iran-or Mohammad Bather 

vosoghi-p103 pnu publication ).  

 In this text, a father explained to his teenage son his duties as a former and all teenagers of that time.  

 Agriculture was the Main way of living, manufacturing, surviving and earning in Iran , Agricultural 

products including oat 'rye, millet, beans , wheat and some fruits such as grapes , fig ,pistachio, nut ,date, 

vegetable and vegetable and apricot.  

 Silk was one of the products in demand in Roman Empire So Sassanid tried to control its trade (Sassanid 

kings- To raj Daryaie  -P106-ghoghnoos87) 

 Rye had especial importance among agricultural crops because of using its seeds to make bread , it is a type 

of  cereal with about –two-meter stems , long cluster, wide leaves and it grows in dry and lime lands. Sassanid 

were interested in agriculture and as we know there are man’s cultivable lads in Khozestan and Iraq. Some one 

believes that there are a lot of differences between an Iranian and middle Eastern farmer or feudal and an 

European feudalism. This belief is verified by findings of archeology in west of Iran that showed that not lived 

close to palaces, castles and villages and they were their own lodes owners. 

 There were different types of lands to rent in Iran including state lands with collective ownership and lands 

devoted to chariety. But water and aqueduct ownership issues were more important than How ownership of the 

land was construction and care of aqueducts especially in dry and wilderness areas or uneven areas were 

represent active of the importance of developing of agriculture for Sassanid. 

 Some several- kilometer –length aqueducts moved water to residential areas.(unlike feudal society in 

Europe in the middle Ages, water was important than land to Sassanid and the water source & how to save it 

were discussed in the legal texts . 

 Thy 22
nd

 part of Madigan book aqueducts and dispute cases between Too raj Doorway –p119). 
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 Khozestan and Iraq are two main poles or states in this field, Although khozestan is richer than Iraq due to 

abound dance  of water and irrigation systems. 

 Manufacturing and exporting sugarcane, rice and the other products make khozestan be a source of income 

for the gornment . According to the obtained documents in Ilam plain, smaller irrigation channels led to bigger 

channels and this entailed largely manpower. 

 Logging trees by nomads made lots of loss for foothills. 

 Intense irrigation and damming by the government had a strong influence on environment of the area. 

 Sassanid needed to investment on economic matters especially farming to feed increasing population.  

 The more second type of ownership namely collective ownership, developed m the more difficult the same 

religion , for example , the Jewish were owners of some villages in for example in where they had the right 

others . 

 The farms or towns like others. 

 The collective ownership was also seen among Christians and their churches had certain organization and 

used slaves in Beinolnarein.  

 ((we've never had slavery in the sense of maritime in Iran even captives got salary , although tablets 

discovered in takht mashed did not vaunt for slavery in Zoroastrian religion))(Athenian parathion)- by volski- 

translated by morteza Sagheb far-ghoghnoos publigtion – introduction). 

 Zoroastrian charity organization operated in the same way when fire temples were landowners. 

 According to legal texts of the Sassanid many people in different Social worked in these fire temples with 

ownership of either clergymen or benefactors. Foreign slaves called Anshharig who were taken captive, served 

in fire temples and on farms. The term hos been used for slaves or five tempos servant is ((Attaches 

bandage)).or the servant of five temple who  

 Might be an ascetic aimed at spending a port of his time in fir temple in order to purge soul and mind These 

financial services and assistances covered the clergymen's life costs who run fire temples, So running of the 

Zoroastrian fire temple affected by the methods of economic management of earlier Beinolnahrein's temples of 

course this kind of collative ownership and economic of the fire temples had a spiritual aspect especially in the 

late Sassanid.  

 We should keep in mind that land cultivation was considered as one of the most important religious 

procedures. 

 In the fourth chapter of mooneye book , when the wise man asked mooneye kherad" book,when the wise 

man asked mooneye kherad" which land is happier the   men presented a list reflective  of mentality and beliefs 

of Zoroastrian community. 

 ((It is happier land on which caws and sheep's sleep the fourth is the uncultivated land been changed info a 

cultivated one…and the second one is that land on which hoes been built temples (mooneye kiered –Ahmad 

Tafzili1364-p18). 

 This kind of collective ownership made land owner's children and descendants feel confident spiritually and 

materially.  

 The collective ownership also reduced largely the problems related to taxes, heir and feudalism patterns 

(Too raj Drayage –Sassanid kings –p132). 

 Typically the lands weren’t a religious organization property belonged to the nobility who lived in the cities 

and famers run their estate.  

 A proportion of crops being given to the government as state taxes and some to land owners and the rest to 

farmers  themselves. 

 Before the reforms of the sixth century (under Anoshiravan) a certain and fixed proportion of crops was 

determined as annual taxes to rent faming lands the taxes were   paid as capitation after reforms. 

 The government could earn a more regular income and the lands distributed among formers so that it made 

the power of the nobility decrease and peasants power increase this system would supply the financial stability 

of the government for a while but there were some basic problems led to form a feudalism community in the late 

Sassanid on the hand the nobility liked to heve power 8 confront over their lands and made money by renting 

them ,and on the other, if they had satisfied the local authorities with bribing , legislations of the kings would 

here  been symbolic.  

 Peasants were new feudal who had more loyality to the government because the government gave them 

greater power and wealth against the nobility and great collective landowners. 

 Border guards had power over their own territory and they could form a semi-autonomous government by 

using nomadic power while the government was weakening. 

 As mentioned earlier, it was possible that the lands were given to the bosses of the states and cavalry 

soldiers as vassal by border guards and it made them depend on the area only in their position even in the only 

the collective landowners were eager to make a little change in their position even in the eorly the Islamic 

period.  
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 At the time of Sassanid, the third closes dedicated to farmers (wastaroyan) and sewers (dahigan) who were  

in charge of cultivating and ensuring the prosperity and wealth of the Empire. Their bosses were said that first of 

all, they were as food menufactucturers and snoods as taxes providers and msde the govern mint measured the 

lands and determine a fixed tax.  

 Following reforms calculated on the basis of type and taxes were calcuted on the basis of type and amount 

of the crop According to Zoroastrianism  land cultivation was a good practice and having  uncultivated lands 

was a sin .((farming developing lands, keeping development and peocing up the world a much as possible were 

farmer's duties (mooneye kherad- chapter 30-p48).    

 Farmers were also important because the third fire temple of the country had been dedicated to farmers and 

they went there  to do rituals ))(Sassanid kings –Too raj Drayage –p153). 

 Agriculture was one of the main ways of evening and manufacturing to the time of Sassanid because of 

being the best way living in Zoroastrian religion.   

 Since Sassanid introduced themselves as the followers of  Zoroaster  and Zoroastrian's campaign efforts 

aimed at interesting  Iranians in agriculture, there are a lot of rules related to  Iranians were farmers at that time 

and water was so important and holy to thermo that all tried to save and maximize it by channeling , damming 

and making aqueducts and pools. 

 It is stated that the formers believed in Zoroastrian religion were more interested in serving to their 

landowners and according to state and Zoroastrian law, they did not have the right of promotion to higher 

classes and they had to work on the forms continuously. This trict law helped development of crops as well as 

taxes. Land taxes called kharak or the same levy at the time of Sassanid and after that capitation was used that 

called sagest and later was renamed jeziyeh in Arabic. 

 Children, women and the elderly were exempt from taxes.  

 Khosrou1 finished the tax audit started by Qobad and at the time of khosrou2 the amount of taxes increased 

in 607AD. 

 The most important Sassanid tax area was Iraq and it was at the peak of development because of sophistical 

damming In ther late Sassanid by flooding Dejleh one of the most important dam of Iraq was broken and 

destroyed many forms and it made a lot of swamps. Kherson Anoshirvan reconstructed the dem and revived the 

lands but Dejleh flooded again at the time of khosrou parviz and agriculture and taxes affected by these 

destructions.  
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